
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY FORMAT

Writing your author bio can be a daunting task, but a well-crafted bio can help . Why we love it: Michael's bio
accomplishes a lot in one short.

It makes you more likeable. What do you have in common? Anything that you enjoy doing, writing about or
consider a hobby, especially if they are relevant to the book topic. Instead, those who end up on your book
page will rely on a few key details to help them determine whether or not to buy it. Fifth sentence: Tidbit of
personal information. Authority is the tipping point of winning a hesitant prospect over or boosting your trust
with clients. How can you not want to learn more about this author? What she does. Jane has been a lifelong
writer and first began creating other worlds and characters in the third grade. She's an expert in inbound
marketing and lead generation. But these readers could develop into buyers down the road. This way, her
conversions are likely to soar. Your professional bio is not an autobiography. Perlmutter is a frequent lecturer
at symposia sponsored by such medical institutions as Columbia University, the University of Arizona,
Scripps Institute, and Harvard University. Tell a Story Few people venture into writing short stories. Only
stick to credentials that directly relate to the content of your book. Henneke Duistermaat gets hers right. If
your bio is too long, or too full of overstated accomplishments and awards, it will turn your readers off and
actually make you look less credible. It is an important part of building a long-term business around writing
books. She and her husband share their home in Southern California with two extraordinary boys and a
lifetime collection of books. The author bio is an important piece of your author brand. Name dropping is
good. Use it like a business card Give readers a way to interact with you by adding your website or social
media info. Her latest work is the sequel to her debut novel, In the Arms of a Stranger. Your bio is a great
opportunity to attract direct leads from your reader base. For example, if your books are set in the same
geographical area where you were born or live, it makes sense to mention it in your bio. Offer readers a pitch
template. Plus, by making one uncontested offer, eyeballs are instantly drawn to it. In Dr. Primary Sidebar.
Display your best writing skills. Perlmutter is very qualified, but mentions everything including medical
school awards which detracts from the overall effect. Carson, who focuses only on the credentials and status
signifiers that the reader would care about and understand, like his specialties and companies he works for.


